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Esthbbshedrnt97l The Honorable Thomas L. Ashley
apnlund.flab	 Congress of the United States

BauS.MemooInsunn House of Representatives
Th.orsostat.umyecs.tv 2046 Rayburn Building

Washington, D0 C. 20515

Dear Mr. Ashley:

We have the honor to submit a report on the Title VII New Communities
Program prepared at your request.

As you asked, we convened a panel of knowledgeable experts to review
the status of the Title VII New Communities Program and develop a range
of recommendations for your consideration precedent to holding hearings
on the program.

The panel was convened at the Academy for Contemporary Problems
on May 12 and 13. It consisted of developers, financiers, academic experts,
and government representatives. A list of the participants in the panel is
included in this report.

The discussions of the panel were supplemented by a review of extant
evaluations of the Title VII Program carried out in recent months by various
Executive agencies, the Congress, and academic researchers. The sources
reviewed are also listed in the report.

From these discussions and materials, we were able to draw some
conclusions about the status and soundness of the program as well as to its
possible utility in the future.

The panel itself was purposely not asked, because of the diversity of
viewpoints it contained, to-attempt to agree on a single recommendation.
Instead it developed a range of recommendations as you requested.

The summary of findings at the beginning of the report are our own
and not those of the panel. Since all participants in the panel have been
involved in the New Communities Program as a developer, financier,
academic critic, or administrator, it was not possible for the panel itself
to provide disinterested recommendations.
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Therefore, the preliminary findings and recommendations are our
own and do not represent the views of any member of the panel nor of the

panel as a whole.

Respectfully.






	John P. Robin	 Ralph R. Widner
Member	 Director
Academy for Contemporary Problems	 Academy for Contemporary Problems
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Mr. Ralph R. Widener
Director
Academy for Contemporary Problems
1501 Neil Avenue
Columbus, Ohio 43201

Dear Mr. Widener;

As you know, the Housing Subcommittee of the House
committee on Banking, Currency and Housing will hold oversight
hearings on the future of Title VII of the 1970 Housing and
Urban Development Act with special attention to Part B of that
Title.




I continue to support the need for a full-fledged
new comr.mnities program as part of an overall national urban
growth policy. The program, though, has not proceeded as
the Congress intended. An examination of the Act as passed
by the Congress and its subseauent administration by the
U. S. Department of Housing and Urban Development is indicated.

To aid the Subcommittee in this effort, it would he
desirable to enlist the assistance of a neutral party to
serve as a convonor for a knowledgeable group of experts
in the new comniunities field. It would be my hope that this
group could discuss the current status of the program and
suggest a range of recommendations for the Subcommittee's
consideration.

The Academy for Contemporary Problems is a logical
choice to serve as the convening authority. As I read your
charter, I realize that this is the very type of activitywhich was contemplated by the founders.
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I hope you will be able to undertake this most
important activity. Your efforts will greatly aid
the Congress in its work and will be of substantial
benefit to all those interested in more rational
community development practices in this country.

Sincerely,





Thomas Ludlow Ashley, N. C
Ranking Member
Housing Subcommittee






SUMMARY FINDINGS AND RECOMMENDATIONS





(1) The New Communities Program is in crisis. The first priority,
in our judgment, is to salvage the existing projects before additional
commitments to new projects are made. Three projects are bankrupt,
eight are in danger of depleting their funds by the end of the year, and
one developer has already ceased production.

(2) Re-financing of most of the existing projects is imperative.
Such a step should not be a cause for controversy since re-financing of
developments over more than a 3-7 year period is not at all unusual in
the private sector. Nonetheless, it is apparent that far more discipline
on the part of both developers and the Federal agency should be required
in the future with respect to economic analysis and financial planning.

(3) The national economic recession has seriously aggravated
the financial problems of new communities as it has nearly all real
estate development in the country, but many of these projects would have
developed financial problems even without the recession.

This is due in part to naive and overly optimistic financial
assumptions, but also to the inherent difficulties of new community
development.

(4) All other nations engaged in new community development
employ public mechanisms for land assembly and the provision of infra-
structure. We are the only country attempting to do this through private
developers. The experience under Title VII convinces us that the U. S.
must evolve acceptable public means for assembling land and financing infra-
structure for these purposes or give up the creation of new communities
as an element in national urban policy.

(5) Our research persuades us that the expectations in Title VII
with respect to the contributions which new communities can make in
influencing the patterns of urban development in the United States were
unrealistic and unattainable. However, we believe that there is a role
for pre-serviced land development in U.S. urban policy to achieve more
specific purposes in connection with:

(a) redevelopment of the urban core;

(b) satellite development; and

(c) free-standing settlements Located in energy development
and resource impact areas of the nation.
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If the objectives are made more realistic, there appears
to be a highly useful role for pre-serviced land development in the
United States. It should be a Federal objective to encourage such

development along with the conservation of existing urban infrastructure
and more carefully planned incremental land development.

(6) We find that the incentives contained in Title VII are worth

preserving. The purposes for which they can be used should be relaxed
to permit assistance to pre-serviced developments less comprehensive
than new communities. In this way the powers authorized under Title VII
would achieve more significant impact nationwide and fit more realistically
into the patterns of national urban development.

(7) We find that the country requires a much more coherent
approach to its urban policy and that Title VII provides the main mechanism
required to evolve and articulate that policy. We find that the policy need
not be as all-encompassing as called for in the statute or as employed
in the President's Report on National Growth and Development. We
believe that an urban growth policy for the United States should encompass
those aspects of housing and community development policy which impinge
more or less directly on the physical development of our communities,
states, and regions.

(8) We find such a re-formulation of urban policy in the United
States made essential by the apparent conflicts in policies and action
among the various Federal housing and community development programs.
In particular, we draw attention to conflicts in policies between the
Federal Housing Administration and the New Communities Administration
with respect to the Title VII programs.

(9) We recommend that any substantial changes and revisions in
Title VII await the conclusions of an overall review of national urban

policy by your Committee, but that immediate efforts be undertaken to:

(a) Salvage the existing projects and bring about sound
re-financing;

(b) Improve the administration of the program on the part
of both the government and developers, a result which should flow from
present actions being undertaken;

(c) Fund all sections of the Act needed to successfully carry
out the program.
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(10) It is additionally recommended that no further projects be

approved for assistance until provisions have been made through amend-
ments to stimulate state and local commitment to future projects. Costs

of new projects should be shared intergovernmentally and states and
localities should be rewarded through Federal incentives for enabling
the establishment of new community districts, innovation in land

development, and intergovernmental cooperation for land development
purposes.






The report contains a broad series of options aimed at these

purposes. Until public devices for assisting in land assembly and infra-
structure development are provided, we do not believe that new community
projects or pre-serviced, large scale developments are likely to occur
on a sufficient scale in the United States to have significant impact on
national patterns of urban development.

It is possible to anticipate that under the impact of energy shortages,
rising costs for material and capital, and changing demographic and
economic factors, there will be a need for encouraging alternatives for
incremental urban development in the United States. Preliminarily,
Title VII provides a mechanism for facilitating such innovations.

We find that for these reasons Title VII should be preserved,
improved, and strengthened over the next few years as a broader consen-
sus concerning our future urban policy emerges and our objectives are
made more clear.






REVIEW OF TITLE VII OPERATIONS

at
The Academy for Contemporary Problems

Columbus. Ohio

May 12-13, 1975





Participants

Dale Bertsch
Executive Director
Miami Valley Regional Commission
Dayton, Ohio

Paul Brace
U. S. Department of Housing and
Urban Development

Washington, D. C.

D. David Brandon
Director, Program Development Division
New York State Urban Development Corp.
New York. New York

Reuben Clark
Attorney
Wilmer, Cutler, Pickering
Washington, D. C.

Georgia Davis
Research Director
American City Corporation
Columbia, Maryland

Robert Einswieter
AlP President
Minneapolis, Minnesota

Mark Freeman
Former Executive Director
League of New Community Developers
Washington, D. C.

Brendan Geraghty
Executive Director
Newlields Community Authority

Lester Gross
President
Harbison Development Corporation
Columbia, South Carolina

Jonathan Howes
Department of City & Regional Planning
University of North Carolina
Chapel Hill, North Carolina

Donald L. Huber
President
Donald L. Huber Development Group
Dayton, Ohio

Sylvan Kamm
Subcommittee on Housing
Committee on Banking and Currency
Washington, D. C.

Marshall Kaplan
General Manager
Flower Mound Newtowns
Lewisville, Texas

Edward Lamont
Vice President
Morgan Guaranty & Trust Company
New York, New York

Bob Litke
General Manager
Roosevelt Island Development Corp.
New York, New York

Hugh Mields, Jr.
Consultant
Washington. D. C.
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Richard G. Mitchell
Administrator
Community Redevelopment Agency
Los Angeles, California

Arthur Naftalin
School of Public Affairs
University of Minnesota
Minneapolis, Minnesota

William Nicoson
Washington, ID. C.

Kermet Parsons
College of Architecture, Art and Planning
Cornell University
Ithaca, New York

Kenneth Pearlman
Department of City & Regional Planning
The Ohio State University
Columbus, Ohio

Kenneth Rainey
Fellow
Academy for Contemporary Problems
Columbus, Ohio

John P. Robin
University Professor of Public Affairs
University of Pittsburgh
Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania

Helene Smookler
Department of Political Science
Wellestey College

Michael Spear
New Communities Division
The James W. Rouse Company
Columbia, Maryland

Otto Stolz
New Communities Administration
U.S. Department of Housing and
Urban Development

Washington, D. C.

Ann Strong
Department of City & Regional Plannin
University of Pennsylvania
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania

Anne Stubbs
Council of State Governments
Lexington, Kentucky

Ralph Taylor
Washington, D. C.

Wilbur Thompson
Professor of Economics
Wayne State University
Detroit, Michigan

James Todd
President
Gulf Oil Real Estate Development Co.
Reston, Virginia

Robert Tucker
Assistant to Mayor
New Orleans, Louisiana

John Turner
President
Friendswood Development Company
Houston, Texas

James Wilson
President
Interstate General Corporation
St. Charles. Maryland
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William Woods
Miami Valley Consortium -
Dayton, Ohio

Ralph R. Widner
Director
Academy for Contemporary Problems
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OPTIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

Based on its findings, the expert panel assembled to contribute to

this report identified five options concerning the future of the program.

The range of recommendations is presented below.

Option 1: Terminate Title VII

No panelist supported termination of Title VII. The

view was unanimous that there are important national interests to

be served through its effective implementation. It was suggested,

however, that the present number of projects be frozen; that these

projects be re-financed; and that a thorough re-examination be under-

taken of the concept and purposes of a national urban growth policy.

Such a re-examination should precede any amendments to Title VII

or its replacement by new legislation.





Option 2: Leave Statute alone but radically improve its implementation

Under this option, it was recommended that:

"	 All programs under the Act be funded as intended.

"	 Priorities under the Act be re-examined in the light of new

national growth and development issues.

"	 Pre-serviced developments that are less comprehensive than

new communities be made eligible for assistance when they will

accomplish the purposes of the Act.
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"	 Administration of the program be scrutinized with an eye to

assuring full coordination of other Federal programs. The

policy positions of FHA, in particular, should be examined as

they effect the New Communities Program.

"	 States and localities be encouraged to join in initiating and

supporting developments under the Act by full use of the in-

centives for state and local initiatives that are provided under

the Act.

Option 3: Amend the Statute

If the statute were simply to be improved, amendments

should be designed to:

"	 Encourage state and local governments to establish new community

development mechanisms.

"	 Provide major public assistance for the financing of land

assembly and infrastructure.

"	 Provide grants for sharing the costs of social and environmental

overheads associated with new communities with the public

bearing the front end costs.

"	 Assure that new communities are eligible for the same grant

assistance as other developers.
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"	 Enable new community districts to be eligible for block grants

and revenue sharing on the same basis as a local jurisdiction.

"	 Provide for moratoria on debt service during recessions.

"	 Replace the long-term financial program with a 3-7 year

incremental system under which developers would assemble

village-size tracts and release them to development.





Option 4: Replace Statute (a

If the statute were to be replaced, it should occur only after

a national urban policy had been more clearly defined and the role of

pre-serviced development and new communities under that policy

specified.

Two alternatives of new statues were presented, one

slightly less extensive than the other:

"	 Provide incentives for Public Development Corporations at the

state and local level for land assembly, provision of infrastructure,

etc.

o	 Establish a linked intergovernmental system (Federal-state-

local) to provide concerted assistance and planning;

"	 Through the intergovernmental procedures, designate regions

for new community development;

"	 Provide incentives and support for local and regional land

banking systems in areas designated for new community

development;
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"	 Provide for the timed release of such lands for new community

development in succeeding village sized tracts requiring 3-7

years for development.

"	 Provide a full range of industrial development aids and a

balanced series of housing assistance programs.

Option 5: Replace Statute (b

A somewhat more far-reaching version of a statute was

sketched as follows:

"	 Create Federally chartered corporations to assemble land

for and promote the development of new communities;

"	 Establish a national land reserve program;

"	 Provide for the timed release of land held in the reserve for

development;

"	 Create limited profit corporations to carry out specific

developments and provide adequate financing.
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I.

OBJECTIVES OF TITLE VII





In enacting Title VII of the Urban Growth and New Community

Development Act of 1970, Congress found" the encouragement of well-

planned, diversified, and economically sound new communities, including

major additions to existing communities' to be " one of the essential

elements" of a consistent national program for bettering patterns of urban

development and renewal in the United States.





1. Urban Growth Policy

To provide the framework for such a consistent national urban

development program, Congress called for the formulation of a" national

urban growth policy' -- a framework11 policy that could serve as a guide

for decisions at the national level which affect the development of interstate,

state, and local growth and stabilization policies.

In the statute, Congress enumerated a set of general objectives

for such a policy to encourage "national, orderly, efficient, and economical

growth" among the metropolitan areas, rural communities, and states of

the nation and to:

" Promote the prudent use and conservation of land and natural

resources;

" Help reverse trends of migration and economic decline which

aggravate disparities among regions of the country;
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" Treat comprehensively the problems of poverty and unemployment;

" Encourage the provision of good housing for all Americans;

" Refine the Federal role in revitalizing existing communities

and in promoting the development of planned, large scale developments;

" Strengthen the capacity of governments at all levels to respond

to the changing growth patterns and development needs of the nation; and

" Improve coordination of Federal programs and policies.





2. New Communities

New communities, under Title VII, were to advance these urban

growth policy objectives by:

" Preserving and enhancing the local environment;

" Increasing the range of housing choices for all Americans of all

incomes and races;

" Encouraging full utilization of the economic potential of older

cities, smaller towns, and rural communities;

" Assisting in the preparation of a steady supply of building sites;

" Increasing the capacity of large and small developers to use

improved technology in the provision of housing;

" Providing neighborhoods with better access to employment;

" Promoting innovation in meeting domestic problems whether

physical, economic, or social;
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" Improving the organizational capacity of the Federal government

to carry out programs for the development of new communities and the

revitalization of the nation's urban areas.





3. Criteria for Title VII Assistance

Congress required that a new community project eligible for assistance

under the Act should:

" Provide an alternative to" disorderly" urban growth;

" Help conserve the environment;

" So improve development patterns that it will help reverse migra-

tion from existing cities or rural areas;

" Be economically feasible;

" Contribute to the welfare of the area in which it is located;

" Be consistent with over-all development plans for the area;

" Have the approval of all appropriate Levels of government;

" Be served by all adequate public, community, and commercial

facilities and contribute to well balanced and diversified land use patterns;

" Make substantial provision for low and moderate income housing;

" Make significant uses of advances in design and technology with

respect to land utilization, materials, and methods of construction, and

the provision of community facilities and services.
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4. Assistance Provided

To carry out these purposes, Congress authorized programs which,

in combination, were expected to provide sufficient incentives to make it

feasible for large and small developers, both public and private, to

undertake new community development.

It authorized:

" Up to $500 million in loan guarantees for certain obligations

issued by public and private developers for the development of new

communities;

" Interest differential grants;

" Interest loans to assist developers in making interest payments

on debts incurred in development of a new community;

" Public service grants to a state or local body to help cover the

initial three-year costs of providing services to a new community;

" Supplementary grants to state and local bodies to assist them

in providing public services to a new community;

" Financial assistance to public and private developers to cover

up to two-thirds of the cost of planning new community development

programs;

" Technical assistance to public and private developers; and

" 75 percent planning grants to states and regions for development

of urban and regional plans, including plans for new communities.
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II.

STATUS OF PROGRAM





1. Program in Crisis

Ordinarily, it would be premature to evaluate the effectiveness of

a program with this intended scope after only 5-1/2 years of operation.

A new communities strategy -- and the implementation of a

national urban growth policy generally -- are necessarily long term

undertakings requiring constancy of commitment and administration to

achieve their objectives. (The new towns legislation in Great Britain has

been on the books for 30 years.) At best such programs require 20 years

or more to measurably impact the patterns of national growth and develop-

ment.

But the Title VII program has had constancy in neither commitment

nor administration. It is already in crisis and re-assessment has become

unavoidable. Of the 17 new communities approved for assistance under

the Act, three are bankrupt, eight will have depleted their funds by the

end of 1975, one developer has ceased further construction, and another such

action appears imminent.





2. Reasons Preferred for the Crisis

Depending upon which parties are making the assertions, several

different reasons have been preferred for this state of affairs:




